Innovative Commercial Solutions
CityGrow develops smart and reliable wireless automation solutions to
fulfill commercial clients’ requirements from all over the world.
Advanced technology perfectly harmonizes with every business
environment. Smart building management automation solutions
empower you to enhance management efficiency and cost effectiveness
in a wiser way.
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Sustainable Building Management
Smart building management solutions are specially designed and
developed for different commercial purposes. Integrate smart automation
control on all lighting, curtains and blinds, air-conditioners or heating,
ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, and other connected
devices, conveniently manage through a centralized control platform, wall
mounted switches, mobile App or by using voice command.

CityGrow Building Management Automation Solutions are widely
applicable to every business environment, allowing you to boost company
reputation, improve staff productivity, enhance management efficiency,
reduce energy consumption and improve cost competitiveness.
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Smart and Green
Interconnect all lights, curtains, airconditioners or HVAC systems with
CityGrow
wireless
automation
control system, adjust lighting,
shading and climate effects wisely
with our smart light, motion, door or
temperature and humidity sensors .
Maximize the use of daylight or
natural light automatically. Lower
energy usage and enhance cost
effectiveness. CityGrow Building
Management Solutions allow clients
to personalize the automation
system control settings, to fit one’s
business requirements and interior
design.
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Illuminate Your World
Lighting enhances aesthetic effects and
creates ambiance in interior architecture.
Brighten or dim the lights, set up different
control scenes to adjust the lighting effects,
suiting your workplace and business
environment, no matter what industry you
are in.

Our flexible, expandable and customizable
building operation smart control solutions,
can be managed by designated users with
different authorized access rights.
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Automatic Climate Control
Monitor and manage the indoor climate
conditions and effects at your workplace
automatically by using scheduler
function or control intelligently with
temperature and humidity sensors.
Motor blinds and curtains smartly by
light sensors, to lower the indoor
temperature, lower energy consumption
and achieve green business strategy.
Directly adjust the room temperature
anytime, simply by your fingertip.
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Enhance Cost-effectiveness
Monitor the vacant workplace, function rooms, empty hallways, theatres,
classrooms and unoccupied public areas with innovative smart advanced
technology. Smart sensors trigger certain lighting, climate and shading
effects, automatically monitor and control your business environment. Dim
down or switch off the lights at the unoccupied areas, adjust room
temperature or turn down parts of the HVAC system at the empty lecture
rooms intelligently, to lower energy consumption and operational costs.
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Voice Control
CityGrow Building Management Automation Solutions empower you to
control your smart buildings, smart offices or small classrooms simply by
giving voice commands.

To dim the conference room lighting to 30%, close the window shades and
blinds and set room temperature to 23 °C at Mid fan speed, a perfect
environment for presentation is well-prepared at a glance. Saving your time
on pressing a bunch of wall-mounted switch buttons and remote controllers,
take control directly with your voice. Just tell Google Assistant or Amazon
Alexa to enable the “presentation mode” scenario. Everything will be ready
automatically in a few seconds.
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Retail Outlets
Operate your retail outlets or restaurants with our sustainable automation
building management solutions, personalize various scenarios to suit your
own business style. Monitor and control your smart system at anytime and
anywhere, to lower operational costs and boost staff productivity.

Turn on “Day Mode” to set shop lighting to 70%, and set climate
temperature to 22 °C - High fan speed, simply by a single press with your
fingertip. When it comes to the end of the business hours, rather than
pressing a bunch of switch buttons on the wall, just tell Google Assistant or
Amazon Alexa to switch off all the lights and air-conditioners for you by using
the voice control feature. To save energy consumption, set up scheduler
function to turn off all devices at a specific time. Everything is in control
effortlessly.
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Scenario Control
Set up different scenarios to fit
your various business purposes.
Adjust scenes through the smart
wall-mount switch control plates
or via the CityGrow HomeNET2
App. Tailor the scenario settings
at your smart restaurant to suit
your business style.

Enable “Afternoon Mode” to
open all curtains and blinds, all
the room lighting brightness set
to 70%, temperature set to 22 °C
- Mid fan speed. Smartly create
a comfort atmosphere with your
fingertip, to welcome your
customers for afternoon tea
gathering.
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Enhance Management Efficiency
When the sun is setting, switch to “Evening Mode” by the control
switch, mobile App, or simply enable the scene automatically by
scheduler function or trigger smartly with light sensors. All shading
close smoothly, restaurant lighting brightness set to 50%, temperature
set to 23 °C - Mid fan speed and play music softly, create a sense of
romance for dining and chit-chatting at a glance.
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Shopping Arcades
CityGrow Building Management Automation Solutions empower business
operators to monitor and manage the business premises. Saving
manpower, optimizing energy usage and beneficial to cost effectiveness.

Set up smart scenario control settings in regular opening hours, the
shopping mall will be ready for business punctually every day. Installed with
smart motion, light, temperature and humidity sensors, the indoor
temperature will be adjusted automatically according to the personalized
preset preferences. Create a comfortable environment for shoppers, to
boost customer satisfaction and brand reputations.
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Control Wherever You Are

Take full control of your smart building management automation
system, to monitor and control lights, climate and shades through the
cloud-based CityGrow HomeNET2 Mobile App, at anytime and
anywhere, on any mobile device. The HomeNET2 App is user-friendly
and available for free download on the App Store and Google Play Store.
Monitor the real-time status of multiple smart devices, set up various
scenes for easy control, switch off specific electrical appliances regularly
by using the scheduler function, or directly turn off the devices, all can
be done through the CityGrow HomeNET2 App.
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Design Your Switches

Highly flexible switches are specially designed to
suit your every single need and requirement.
Explore and express your creativity. Pick your
choices and enrich your design.
Choose your desired colors to match your interior
design concepts. We offer personalized switch
control plates on color, frame material and graphic
engraving on backlit switch buttons. Utilize our
smart control switches to decorate your own
business environment. Inspire to evolve your
workplace.
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